THE OREGON–CALIFORNIA TRAIL

Exploration and Emigrant Journeys

A guide to first-hand accounts found in the Boise Public Library collection

(See also Bibliography, Oregon–California Trail)

---

### KEY

| IDY | Idaho yesterdays. Boise, Idaho: Idaho Historical Society, 1965 - . | RNW 979.6 Id.liy |
| OHQ | Oregon historical quarterly. Portland: Oregon Historical Society, 1900 - . | RNW 979.5 Or3 |
| OWY | Owyhee outpost. Murphy, Idaho: Owyhee County Historical Society, 1970 - . | RNW 797.621 OWYHEE |

M = Abstract of same or other document(s) by same author in Platte River Road narratives. (Mattes*)

MM = Extracts/quotations of same or other document(s) by same author in The great Platte River Road. (Mattes*)

* = See Bibliography, Oregon–California Trail.
1812

Stuart, Robert. Narratives (1812-13), in The discovery of the Oregon Trail, pp 3-263. (Rollins*)

1823

Clyman, James. Narrative (1823-24), in James Clyman, frontiersman, pp 7-29. (Camp*)

1824

Ashley, Gen. William Henry. Narrative, in The Ashley-Smith explorations, pp 115-57. (Dale*)

1826

Beckwourth, James P. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 249, 251-54. (Hunt*)

1829


1830

Jackson, David E. Letter to John H. Eaton, Secretary of War (co-authors W.L. Sublette and Jedediah Smith), in "The first wagon train on the road to Oregon," ed. Archer Butler Hulbert, Frontier omnibus, pp 53-61. (Hakola*)

Pilcher, Joshua. Letter, in "The first wagon train on the road to Oregon," ed. Archer Butler Hulbert, Frontier omnibus, pp 53-61. (Hakola*)


1832

Ball, John. Letters, in The call of the Columbia, pp 163-73. (Hulbert*)


Extracts from journal, in The powerful Rocky, pp 32-34. (Evans*)
(1832, cont'd)

(Ball, John, cont'd)
Autobiography, pp 63-88. (Ball*)

Wyeth, Capt. Nathaniel J. Journal (1832-33), in The correspondence and journals, pp 155-219. (Wyeth*)
Journal, in The call of the Columbia, pp 112-53. (Hulbert*)
Journal, in The journals..., with the Wyeth monograph, pp 1-65. (Wyeth*)
Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 30-32. (Evans*)

Wyeth, John B. Narrative: "Oregon; or a short history of a long journey from the Atlantic Ocean to the region of the Pacific...," in Early western travels, pp 19-106. (Thwaites*)

1833

Anon. ("Quaeso") Letter, in The call of the Columbia, pp 154-59. (Hulbert*)

Ball, John. Letters, in The call of Columbia, pp 173-83. (Hulbert*)

1834


Extracts, in "Jason Lee Memorial." OHQ 7, pp 225-33.
Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 44-47. (Evans*)
Letters, in Jason Lee; prophet, pp 48-50. (Brosnan*)

Townsend, John Kirk. Journal: "Narrative of a journey across the Rocky Mountains to the Columbia River...," in Early western travels, pp 111-369. (Thwaites*)
Extracts from journal, in The call of the Columbia, pp 185-226 (Hulbert*)
Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 240 (Hunt*)
Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 37-44. (Evans*, 979.5401 EVANS; RNW 979.5401 EVANS)

Wyeth, Capt. Nathaniel J. Journal (1834-35), in The correspondence and journals, pp 221-51. (Wyeth*)
Journal, in The journals..., with the Wyeth monograph, pp 67-97. (Wyeth*)
(1834, cont'd)

(Wyeth, Capt. Nathaniel J., cont'd)
Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 34-37. (Evans*)

1835

Report (1835-1837), journal, in Marcus Whitman, crusader, pp 90-113. (Hulbert*)

Whitman, Dr. Marcus. N, MM Letters, diary, in Marcus Whitman, crusader, pp 148-66, 200-10, 212-16, 229-32. (Hulbert*)

1836


Spalding, Eliza [Mrs. Henry H.]. N, MM Diary, in Memoirs of the West, pp 54-71. (Warren*)
Diary, in First white women, v.1, pp 183-96. (Drury*)


Whitman, Narcissa Prentiss (Mrs. Marcus). N, MM My journal.
(Whitman*)
Letters, journal, in First white women, v.1, pp 35-93. (Drury*)

Journal, in Marcus Whitman; pathfinder, pp 54-95. (Bells*)
Extracts from journal, in "The coming of the white women, 1836." OHQ 37, pp 87-101.
Extracts from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 51-55. (Evans*)
Extracts from journal, in The trail to Oregon, pp 119-20, 123-24, 129, 132-33, 136-37. (Coons*)

1838


Bells, Mary. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, p 56. (Evans*)

Bells, Myra (Mrs. Cushing). N, MM Diary (co-author Mary Walker), in First white women, v.2, pp 71-117. (Drury*)
Extract from diary, in The trail to Oregon, p 133. (Coons*)
Gray, William Henry. Journal. PNQ 29, pp 277-82. (Drury*).

Rogers, Cornelius. Letter, in First white women, v.3, pp 271-76. (Drury*).

Smith, Asa Bowen. "Journal across the Rocky Mountains," in Spalding and Smith, pp 52-86. (Drury*).

Smith, Sarah White (Mrs. Asa Bowen). Letters, diary, in First white women, v.3, pp 62-110. (Drury*).

Walker, Mary Elizabeth Richardson (Mrs. Elkanah). "Diary of Mary Richardson Walker, June 10 - December 21, 1838," ed. Rufus A. Coleman, in Frontier omnibus, pp 80-99. (Hakola*)

Walker, Diary (co-author Myra Eells), in First white women, v.2, pp 71-117. (Drury*).

Walker, Extracts from diary, letters, in Mary Richardson Walker, pp 129-57. (McKee*).

Cook, Amos. Memoirs, in To the Rockies and Oregon, pp 135-43. (Hafen*).

Farnham, Thomas Jefferson. Letter, in To the Rockies and Oregon, Appendix A, pp 291-95. (Hafen*).

Farnham, Travels in the great western prairies.... (Farnham*).

Farnham, Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 60-65. (Evans*).

Farnham, Extract from journal, in Early history of the Boise region, p 37. (Chaffee*).


Munger, Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 57-58. (Evans*).

Oakley, Obadiah. Journal, in To the Rockies and Oregon, pp 26-64. (Hafen*).

Shortess, Robert. Narrative, letter, in To the Rockies and Oregon, pp 95-120; Appendix B, 296-98. (Hafen*).

Smith, Sidney S. Diary, in To the Rockies and Oregon, pp 67-93. (Hafen*)
(1839, cont'd)

Smith, E. Willard. *Journal* (1839-40), in *To the Rockies and Oregon*, pp 154-95. (Hafen*)

Wislizenus, F.A. *Narrative: A journey to the Rocky Mountains*... (Wislizenus*).

1840


1841


Memoirs, in *Echoes of the past*, pp 13-65. (Bidwell*)

Extracts from journal, in *Ghost trails*, pp 228-233. (Hunt*)

Extract from journal, in *The trail to Oregon*, pp 53-54. (Coons*)

Williams, Joseph. *Journal*, in *To the Rockies and Oregon*, pp 211-87. (Hafen*)


1842

Crawford, Medoreem. *Journal*. (Crawford*)

Extracts from journal, in Hubert Howe Bancroft's "Elijah White party," *First three wagon trains*, pp 79-80. (First three wagon trains*)

Extract from journal, in *The powerful Rockey*, pp 96-98. (Evans*)

Extract from address/memoirs, in *The trail to Oregon*, p 35. (Coons*)

Edwards, Philip L. *Guide: Sketch of the Oregon Territory*. (Edwards*)

Fremont, Capt. John Charles. *Oregon and California*, pp 5-122. (Fremont*)

Report of the exploring expedition, pp 11-79. (Fremont*)

Memoirs of my life, pp 73-168. (Fremont*)

Anon. Letter from Fort Hall. OHQ 4, pp 404-05.

Applegate, Jesse. Narrative: "A day with the cow column." OHQ 1, pp 371-83.
Narrative: "A day with the cow column," in The Oregon Trail and some of its blazers, pp 70-84. (Rucker*)
Narrative: "A day with the cow column," in The great West, pp 318-25. (Neider*)
Narrative: "A day with the cow column," in The American West, pp 91-95. (Spence*)
Extract from "A day with the cow column," in History of Idaho, pp 223-27. (Beal*)
Extract from "A day with the cow column," in The trail to Oregon, pp 33-35. (Coons*)
Memoirs: "Recollections of my boyhood," in The Oregon Trail and some of its blazers, pp 91-217. (Rucker*)

Boardman, John. Letter. OHQ 4, pp 274-76.

Burnett, Peter H. "Recollections and opinions of an old pioneer." OHQ 5, pp 64-88.
Extract from memoirs, in The powerful Rockey, pp 103-06. (Evans*)

Dougherty, M.P. Narrative, in A small world, pp 3-4. (Bennett*)

Field, Matthew C. Sketch of Oregon emigrants, in The American West, pp 90-91. (Spence*)

Fremont, Capt. John Charles. Oregon and California, pp 123-249. (Fremont*)
Report of the exploring expedition, pp 105-84. (Fremont*)
Extract from Report (see above), in Early history of the Boise region, p 41. (Chaffee*)
Memoirs, pp 169-292. (Fremont*)

Gilmore, S.M. Letter. OHQ 4, pp 280-84.


Johnson, Overton. Narrative (co-author William H. Winter), in Route across the Rocky Mountains, pp 1-42. (Johnson*)
(1843, cont'd)

(Johnson, Overton, cont'd)


Lenox, Edward Henry. Memoirs: Overland to Oregon. (Lenox*)

Looney, Jesse. Letter, in Told by the pioneers, v.1, pp 74-76. (Told by the pioneers*)


Preuss, Charles. Extract from journal, in "Thousand Springs and Salmon Falls." IDY 18, no.3, p 20. m, mm

Reading, Pierson Barton. Journal, The Northwest, pp 531-42. (Payette*)


Talbot, Theodore. The Journals of Theodore Talbot, pp 3-59. (Carey*)


Winter, William H. Narrative (co-author Overton Johnson), in Route across the Rocky Mountains, pp 1-42. (Johnson*)
(1843, cont'd)

(Winter, William H., cont'd)
Narrative (co-author Overton Johnson), in "Route across the Rocky Mountains with a description of Oregon and California." OHQ 7, pp 65-104.

1844


Chambers, Esther. Memoirs, in A small world, pp 20-22. (Bennett*)

Clyman, James. Journal, in James Clyman, frontiersman, pp 67-126. (Camp*)
   Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 119-22. (Evans*)

Hastings, Lansford W. The emigrants guide. (Hastings*)
   Extracts from The emigrants guide, in The California Trail, pp 33-34. (Hill*)

   Extracts from memoirs, in The powerful Rockey, pp 127-29. (Evans*)

Parrish, Edward Evans. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 122-26. (Evans*)
   Extract from journal, in The trail to Oregon, p 55. (Coons*)


Schallenberger, Moses. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 194-95. (Hunt*)


1845

   "Reminiscences of seventy years." OHQ 13, pp 240-86.

Bayley, Betsy. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.1. (Holmes*)

   Memoirs, in Oregon Trail, p 52. (Steber*)
Chambers, Andrew Jackson. Memoirs, in Recollections, pp 5-37. (Chambers*)

Farnham, Thomas Jefferson. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.1, p 41. (Morgan*)

Gould, W.A. Reminiscences, pp 110-36. (Gould*)

Hancock, Samuel. The narrative of Samuel Hancock. (Hancock*)

Harritt, Jesse. Diary, in Lawrence McNary's "Route of the Meek cut-off, 1845." OHQ 35, pp 2-6.


Jacobs, Mrs. Nancy Osborne. Reminiscences, in Told by the pioneers, v.1, pp 78-81. (Told by the pioneers*)


Johnson, W.C. Extract from address/memoirs, in The trail to Oregon, pp 100-01. (Coons*)

Maxey, James M. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 474-76. (Morgan*)

Palmer, Joel. Extracts from journal, in The trail to Oregon, pp 88, 124. (Coons*)

Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 130-35. (Evans*)


Smith, Napoleon Bonaparte. Extract from narrative/memoirs, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 30-33. (Morgan*)


Todd, F.W. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 212. (Hunt*)

1846

Anon. ("By a member of Congress") Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 540-41. (Morgan*)
(1846, cont'd)

Anon. ("One of the Company") Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 495-96. (Morgan*)

Anon. ("B") Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 533-34, 548-49. (Morgan*)

Anon. ("C") Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 506-08. (Morgan*)

Anon. ("G") Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, p 549. (Morgan*)

Anon. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 551-52. (Morgan*)

Anon. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 535-37. (Morgan*)

Anon. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 621-23. (Morgan*)

Applegate, Jesse. Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 634-38. (Morgan*)

Applegate, Lindsay. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 127, 144. (Hunt*)

Reminiscences, in The Oregon Trail and some of its blazers, pp 248-88. (Rucker*)

Barlow, Samuel K. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 662-63. (Morgan*)

Breen, Patrick. "Copy of a journal kept by a suffering emigrant on the California mountains from Oct. 31st, 1846, to March 1st, 1847," in What I saw in California, pp 256-60. (Bryant*)

Journal (1846-47), in Ordeal by hunger, new edition, pp 323-35. (Stewart*)

Journal (1846-47), in Love and glory, pp 50-53. (Underwood*)

Journal (1846-47), in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 310-22. (Morgan*)

Extracts from journal (1846-47), in History of the Donner party, pp 93- passim. (McGlashan*)

Extracts from journal (1846-47), in Ghost trails, p 201. (Hunt*)

Brown, John. Extracts from narrative, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 111-14 passim. (Morgan*)

Brown, Tabitha. Diary (1846-51), in Covered wagon women, v.1. (Holmes*)

Letter. OHQ 5, pp 199-205.
(1846, cont'd)

Bryant, Edwin. Memoirs, in What I saw in California, pp 2-248. (Bryant*)
Extracts from memoirs, in The trail to Oregon, pp 17-41-42, 69, 82-83, 109, 114. (Coons*)
Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 559-61. (Morgan*)
Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 98, 100-102, 196, 217-18. (Hunt*)

Burnett, Peter H. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 686-91. (Morgan*)

Carriger, Nicholas. Diary, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 150-53. (Morgan*)

Clyman, James. Journal, in James Clyman, frontiersman, pp 197-230. (Camp*)
Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 114, 183. (Hunt*)
Extracts from journal, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 55-62 passim. (Morgan*)

Colburn, Norris. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 645. (Morgan*)

Cooper, Stephen. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, p 489. (Morgan*)

Craig, John. Letter (1846-47), in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 133-42. (Morgan*)

Curry, George Law. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 563-64. (Morgan*)

Donner, Tamsen (Mrs. George). Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.1. (Holmes*)
Letters, in History of the Donner party, pp 25-27. (McGlashan*)
Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 526-27, 561-63. (Morgan*)

Donner, George. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 576-77. (Morgan*)

(1846, cont'd)

Fremont, Capt. John C. Extracts from letter, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 47-49 passim. (Morgan*)

Harris, Moses. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 664-66. (Morgan*)

Hastings, Lansford W. Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 37-41 passim. (Morgan*)

Hecox, Margaret M. Hamer. California caravan. (Dillon*)


Jefferson, Thomas H. Observations, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 240-44. (Morgan*)

Johnson, Overton Narrative (co-author William H. Winter), in Route across the Rocky Mountains, pp 131-66. (Johnson*)

Extract from Route across the Rocky Mountains. IDY 18, no.3, p 20.

Kellogg, B.F.E. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 580-82. (Morgan*)

King, Anna Maria. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.1. (Holmes*)

Leavitt, D.G.W. Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 485-87, 493-93, 643-44. (Morgan*)

Long, Dr. T. Pope. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 620-21. (Morgan*)

McBride, John R. Extracts from reminiscences, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 91-100 passim. (Morgan*)


Martin, William J. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 476-77. (Morgan*)

Mather, James. Diary, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 225-36. (Morgan*)

Maxey, James M. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 485-87. (Morgan*)
(1846, cont'd)

Miller, Hiram Owens. Diary (continued by James Frazier Reed: see), in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 256-59 (to July 2 entry). (Morgan*)

Palmer, Joel. Extracts from narrative/journal, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 65-69 passim. (Morgan*)

Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 595-96. (Morgan*)

Parkman, Francis. Extracts from journal, narrative, letters, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 102-10 passim, 115. (Morgan*)

Narrative/memoirs: The Oregon Trail. (Parkman*)

Extracts from The Oregon Trail, in The trail to Oregon, pp 11-12, 22, 52-53, 56-58, 62, 87-88. (Coons*)

Memoirs, in The great West, pp 331-40. (Neider*)

Pringle, Virgil K. Diary, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 163-88. (Morgan*)


Putnam, Nathan J. Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 515-17, 523-24, 552, 564-66, 607-09. (Morgan*)

Reed, James Frazier. Diary (continuation of Hiram Owen Miller diary: see), in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 259-69 (beginning with July 2 entry). (Morgan*)

Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 274-77, 279-80, 301-05. (Morgan*)

Reed, Virginia E.B. Letters, in Covered wagon women, v.1. (Holmes*)

Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 278-79, 281-88. (Morgan*)


[attributed to] Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 519-20. (Morgan*)

Scott, William J.J. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 638-40. (Morgan*)

Shively, John M. Guide to Oregon and California, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 734-42. (Morgan*)

Stanton, Charles Tyler. Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 531-33, 554-57, 611-20. (Morgan*)

[attributed to, writing as "S.T.C." ] Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 577-79, 582-87. (Morgan*)
(1846, cont'd)

Taylor, William E. Diary, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 123-22. (Morgan*)

Thornton, Jessy Quinn. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, p 669. (Morgan*)

Excerpts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 126, 132.

(Hunt*)

Excerpts from journal, in The trail to Oregon, pp 14-15, 18-19. (Coons*)

Toole, Daniel. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 631-32. (Morgan*)

Wall, I.B. [attributed to]. Excerpts from letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 591-93. (Morgan*)

Winter, William H. Narrative, co-author Overton Johnson), in Route across the Rocky Mountains, pp 131-66. (Johnson*)

Extracts from Route across the Rocky Mountains. IDY 18, no.3, p 20.

1847

Applegate, Jesse (writing as "Z"). Narratives, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 69-77 passim. (Morgan*)

Applegate, Lindsay. Excerpts from narrative, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 79-86 passim. (Morgan*)

Breen, Patrick. "Copy of a journal kept by a suffering emigrant on the California mountains from Oct. 31st, 1846, to March 1st, 1847," in What I saw in California, pp 256-60. (Bryant*)

Journal (1846-47), in Love and glory, pp 50-53. (Underwood*)

Journal (1846-47), in Ordeal by hunger, new edition, pp 323-35. (Stewart*)

Journal (1846-47), in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 310-22. (Morgan*)

Excerpts from journal (1846-47), in Ghost trails, p 201. (Hunt*)

Excerpts from journal (1846-47), in History of the Donner party, pp 93- passim. (McGlashan*)


Cornwall, J.A. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 675-76. (Morgan*)

Fisher, Rachel. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.1. (Holmes*)

Goff, David. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 678-84. (Morgan*)

Harden, Absalom. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 138-41. (Evans*)


Hastings, Loren B. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 143-45. (Evans*)


Howard, Richard R. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 691-91. (Morgan*)

McKinstry, George. Extract from letter, in What I saw in California, pp 255-60. (Bryant*)


[attributed to] Letters, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 706, 712. (Morgan*)

Packingham, Hezekiah. Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 685-86. (Morgan*)

Quivvey, Peter. Letter (condensed), in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 713-15. (Morgan*)

Raynor, James O. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 142-43. (Evans*)

Reed, James Frazier. Letter; journal, in History of the Donner party, pp 126; 153- passim. (McGlashan*)

Journal, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 342-50. (Morgan*)

Journal, in Ordeal by hunger, new edition, pp 341-47. (Stewart*)

Abstract of journal, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 289-301. (Morgan*)

Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 193. (Hunt*)

Extracts from narrative, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 269-71, 337-42. (Morgan*)

Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 198. (Hunt*)


Ritchie, M.D. Diary, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 331-36. (Morgan*)

Extracts from diary (co-author R.P. Tucker), in History of the Donner party, pp 119-20. (McGlashan*)

Sinclair, John. Letter, in What I saw in California, pp 251-55. (Bryant*)

Smith, Elizabeth Dixon. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 145-56. (Evans*)

Stanton, Phoebe. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.1. (Holmes*)

Thornton, Jessy Quinn. Narrative, in Overland in 1846, v.1, pp 353-54. (Morgan*)

Letter, in Overland in 1846, v.2, pp 670-75. (Morgan*)


Tucker, R.P. Extracts from diary (co-author M.D. Ritchie), in History of the Donner party, pp 119-20. (McGlashan*)


1848

Clayton, William. The Latter Day-Saints' emigrants' guide. (Clayton*)

Ebbert, George Wood. Sketch of Joe Meek trip. OHQ 19, pp 263-68.

Fisher, Rachel. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.1. (Holmes*)


Miller, James D. "Early Oregon scenes: a pioneer narrative; overland trail, 1848." OHQ 31, pp 55-68.
Neall, James. Memoirs, in Oregon Trail, p 36. (Steber*)

Root, Riley. * Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 149-52. (Evans*)

Wilkins, James F. * Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 112, 166, 168, 175. (Hunt*)

Wyeth, Capt. Nathaniel J. * Letters, in The journals..., with the Wyeth monograph, pp 106-31. (Wyeth*)

1849

Bowman, E.L. * Journal, in Wagons west, Appendix B, pp 333-34. (Page*)

Brown, Judge H.S. Memoirs, in "Supplement to the journals of forty-niners," The Far West and Rockies, pp 23-26. (Hafen*)

Bruff, J. Goldsborough. * Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 91, 112, 125, 133, 135, 138-41, 151. (Hunt*)


Extracts from journal, in The California Trail, pp 42-49. (Hill*)


Cross, Maj. Osborne. * Journal, in The march of the Mounted Riflemen, pp 32-272. (Settle*)

Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 161-67. (Evans*)

Extract from journal. IDY 18, no.3, pp 20-21.

Delano, Alonzo. * Narrative/journal: Life on the plains.... (Settle*)

Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 93, 95, 123, 127, 130, 137, 143, 148, 150, 153, 239. (Hunt*)

Extracts from journal, in The trail to Oregon, pp 18, 48-49, 61, 74-75, 87, 93, 97-98, 108, 109-110. (Coons*)

Downer, D.C. * Letters, in Letters home, pp 32-33. (Bidlack*)

Dougherty, Lewis Bissell. * Extract from narrative, in The trail to Oregon, p 68. (Coons*)

Gibbs, George Temple. Diary, in The march of the Mounted Riflemen, pp 273-327. (Settle*)

Hackney, Joseph. Journal, in Wagons west, passim. (Page*)

Haun, Catherine Margaret. Diary, in Women's diaries, pp 166-85. (Schlissel*)

Johnston, Wm. G. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 158. (Hunt*)

Kelly, William. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 161. (Hunt*)

Loring, Col. William Wing. Report, in The march of the Mounted Riflemen, pp 329-43. (Settle*)

McCollum, D. T. Letters, in Letters home, pp 21, 34-36. (Bidlack*)

Moses, Dr. Israel. Table of distances, in The march of the Mounted Riflemen, pp 345-50. (Settle*)

Ormsby, Dr. Caleb N. Letters, in Letters home, pp 18-19, 21-23, 27-30, 36-46. (Bidlack*)


Page, Henry. Letters, in Wagons west, passim. (Page*)


Pritchard, James A. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 88, 171. (Hunt*)

Randolph, W.C. Memoirs, in "Supplement to the journals of forty-niners," The Far West and Rockies, pp 20-22. (Hafen*)

Reid, Bernard J. Diary, in Overland to California, passim. (Gordon*)

Royce, Sarah Eleanor Bayliss. Memoirs: A frontier lady. (Royce*) Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 165, 175. (Hunt*) Extract from journal, in The Nevada desert, pp 32-52 (Wheeler*)
(1849, cont'd)

Searls, Niles. Excerpts from diary, in Overland to California, pp 35-143, passim. (Gordon*)

Shaw, Reuben Cole. Excerpts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 234. (Hunt*)

Stuart, Charles V. Memoirs, in "Supplement to the journals of forty-niners," The Far West and Rockies, pp 17-19. (Hafen*)

Swain, William. Excerpts from diary and letters, in The world rushed in, pp 60- [pp 289-320 missing this copy; 1849 journal ends before p 292] passim. (Holliday*)

Talbot, C.B. Memoirs, in A small world, pp 26-39. (Bennett*)

Tinker, Charles. Excerpts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 182. (Hunt*)

Ware, Joseph E. Excerpts from guide, in The California Trail, p 34. (Hill*)

Webster, Kimball. Journal, in The gold seekers of '49, pp 23-99. (Webster, Kimball*)

Wilkins, James F. Excerpts from journal, in The California Trail, pp 50-54. (Hill*)

Wistar, Isaac Jones. Excerpts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 206, 214, 221. (Hunt*)

Extracts from autobiography, in The trail to Oregon, pp 26-27, 31, 107-08, 116-17. (Coons*)

1850

Colby, Mary M. Letters, in Covered wagon women, v.2. (Holmes*)

Davis, Sarah. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.2. (Holmes*)

Frink, Margaret. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.2. (Holmes*)

Frush, William H. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 169-71. (Evans*)

Gaylord, Orange. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, p 173. (Evans*)

Goodridge, Sophia Lois. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.2. (Holmes*)
(1850. cont'd)


Ingalls, Eleazar Stillman. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 159. (Hunt*)
   Extracts from journal, in The California Trail, pp 55-59. (Hill*)

James, John. Memoirs, in Oregon Trail, p 38. (Steber*)

Langworthy, Franklin. Journal, in Scenery of the plains, pp 1-156. (Phillips*)
   Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 86, 172. (Hunt*)

Lord, Elizabeth. Extract from memoirs, in The powerful Rockey, pp 171-73. (Evans*)

Maynard, Dr. David Swinson. Diary. WHQ 1, no.1, pp 50-62.

Moorman, Madison Berryman. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 103-04. (Hunt*)

Parsons, Lucena. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.2. (Holmes*)

Read, George William. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 164. (Hunt*)

Ruddell, M.M. Memoirs, in A small world, pp 162-65. (Bennett*)

Shepherd, J.S. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 160. (Hunt*)

   Extracts from narrative, in The trail to Oregon, pp 73, 80, 104, 111. (Coons*)

Washington, George. Memoirs, in Robert A. Bennett's A small world, pp 39-41. (Bennett*)

1851

Baker, Jean Rio. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.3. (Holmes*)


Buckingham, Harriet Talcott. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.3. (Holmes*)
   Extract from diary, in The powerful Rockey, p 186. (Evans*)
(1851, cont’d)

Chambers, Margaret White. Memoirs, in Recollections, pp 41-59. (Chambers*)

Cranston, Susan Amelia Marsh. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.3. (Holmes*)
   Extract from diary, in The powerful Rockey, pp 176-77 (Evans*)

   Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 178-80. (Evans*)
   Extract from journal. IDY 18, no.3, p 22.

Crockett, Hugh. Memoirs, in A small world, pp 242-44. (Bennett*)

Hadley, Amelia. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.3. (Holmes*)


James, John Roger. Memoirs, in Told by the pioneers, v.2, pp 63-76. (Told by the pioneers*)

Masterson, Martha Gay. Narrative/memoirs, in One woman’s West, pp 27-52. (Barton*)

Renshaw, Robert Haldane. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 186-89. (Evans*)

Riddle, George W. Narrative/memoirs, in History of early days in Oregon, pp 3-30. (Riddle*)

   Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 175-76. (Evans*)

Watson, William J. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 157-60. (Evans*)

Williams, Lucia Lorain. Letter, in Covered wagon women. v.3. (Holmes*)
   Letter, in A letter home, pp 69-105. (Gildemeister*)
   Extract from letter, in The powerful Rockey, pp 173-74. (Evans*)

   Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.3. (Holmes*)
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Wood, Elizabeth, cont’d) Extract from diary, in The powerful Rockey, pp 184-86. (Evans*)

Zieber, Eugenia. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.3. (Holmes*)


1852

Abbott, John. Memoirs, in Oregon Trail, p 12. (Stieber*)

Adams, Cecelia Emily McMillan Diary (co-author Parthenia McMillan Blank), in Covered wagon women, v.5. (Holmes*) Extracts from diary, in The powerful Rockey, pp 206-10. (Evans*)

Akin, James Jr. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 200-01. (Evans*)

Applegate, Mary Ellen. See Todd.

Kerns, John T. Extracts from journal, in The trail to Oregon, pp 47-48, 102-03, 120-22, 135-36, 159-60. (Coons*)


Blank, Parthenia McMillan Diary (co-author Cecelia Emily McMillan Adams), in Covered wagon women, v.5. (Holmes*) Extracts from diary, in The powerful Rockey, pp 206-10. (Evans*)

Boatman, Willis. Narrative/memoirs, in Told by the pioneers, v.1, pp 184-87. (Told by the pioneers*)

Coburn, Catharine Scott. See Scott.

Conyers, Enoch W. Journal (incomplete), The Oregon Trail, pp 55-59. (Buell*) Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 194-200. (Evans*)

Cook, Mary Frances Scott. See Scott.
(1852, cont'd)

Cooke, Lucy Rutledge. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.4. (Holmes*)

Coon, Polly. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.5. (Holmes*)


Cummings, Mariett Foster. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.4. (Holmes*)


Duniway, Abigail Scott. See Scott.

Ellis, Martha H. Memoirs, in A small world, pp 167-68. (Bennett*)

Fernside, Margaret Ana. See Scott.

Glenn, John G. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey. pp 201-02. (Evans*)

Green, Jay. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 117. (Hunt*)

Hanna, Esther Belle (Mrs. Joseph A.) Extracts from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 210-14. (Evans*)

Hawk, Al R. Narrative/memoirs, in Told by the pioneers, v.1, pp 153-66. (Told by the pioneers*)


Keegan, Elizabeth. Letters, in Covered wagon women, v.4. (Holmes*)

Kellogg, Jane Davies. Extract from memoirs, in The powerful Rockey, p 221. (Evans*)
(1852, cont'd)

Kerns, John T. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 190-93. (Evans*)

Laws, Thomas W. Memoirs, in A small world, pp 100-103. (Bennett*)

McAlister, Nehemiah Sandusky. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 202-03. (Evans*)

McAuley, Eliza Ann. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.4. (Holmes*)

McMillan, Marcus. Letter/memoirs, in Told by the pioneers, v.1, pp 198-215. (Told by the pioneers*)


Meeker, Ezra. Memoirs: The ox team; or the old Oregon Trail. (Meeker*)
  Memoirs: Ventures and adventures. (Meeker*)
  Memoirs: The busy life. (Meeker*)
  Memoirs: Ox-team days. (Meeker*)
  Extracts from Ox-team days, in The trail to Oregon, pp 104-05, 129-30, 149-51. (Coons*)

Moreland, William. Memoirs, in Oregon Trail, p 34. (Steber*)


Palmer, Harriet Scott. See Scott.

Pratt, Sarah. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.4. (Holmes*)

Price, Polly Coon. See Coon.

Read, Martha Stone Thompson. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.5. (Holmes*)

Read, Martha S. Stone Thompson. Extracts from diary, letter, in The powerful Rockey, pp 203-05. (Evans*)

Rudd, Lydia Allen. Diary, in Women's diaries, pp 186-98. (Schlissel*)

Sawyer, Francis H. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.4. (Holmes*)

Scott, Abigail Jane. Journal, letters, in Covered wagon women, v.5. (Holmes*)
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(1852, cont'd)

(Scott, Abigail Jane, cont'd)

Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 214-19. (Evans*)

Scott, Catharine. Letters, in Covered wagon women, v.5. (Holmes*)

Scott, Harriet. Letters, in Covered wagon women, v.5. (Holmes*)

Scott, Margaret Ana. Letters, in Covered wagon women, v.5. (Holmes*)

Scott, Mary Frances. Letters, in Covered wagon women, v.5. (Holmes*)

Stuart, Granville. Reminiscences, in Forty years on the frontier. pp 23-56. (Phillips*)


Todd, Mary Ellen. Narrative/memoirs, in On to Oregon. (Hixson*)

Wallis, Ellen Jane Mark. Memoirs, in A small world, pp 138-43. (Bennett*)


Whitaker, Mrs. Almira. Extract from autobiography, in Told by the pioneers, v.1, pp 157-58. (Told by the pioneers*)

1853

Allyn, Henry. Journal (incomplete), in The Oregon Trail, yesterday and today, pp 47-50. (Hill*)

Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 222-27. (Evans*)

Extract from journal. IDY 18, no.3, pp 22-23.

Beeson, Welborn. Extracts from diary, in Welborn Beeson on the Oregon Trail. (Webber*)


Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 244-46. (Evans*)

Condensation of journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 246-47. (Evans*)

Currey (Curry), George B. Extract from memoirs, in The powerful Rockey, pp 248-49. (Evans*)

Connor, Thomas J. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 249-50. (Evans*)

Dinwiddie [David or John] Extract from journal. IDY 18, no.3, p 23.

Dreibelbis, John. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 242-244. (Hunt*)

Fothergill, John. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 228-32. (Evans*)

Gaylord, Orange. Extracts from diary, in The trail to Oregon, pp 75, 92. (Coons*)

Ground, Eliza A. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)

Hines, Celinda. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)

Extracts from diary, in The trail to Oregon, pp 22, 27-28, 59-60, 78. (Coons*)

Extract from diary, in The powerful Rockey, pp 232-34. (Evans*)

Extract from diary. IDY 18, no.3, p 23.


Horn, Hosea B. Horn's overland guide. (Horn*)

Judson, Phoebe Goodell. Extract from diary, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)

Kennedy, G.W. Narrative/memoirs, in "Around the campfire with the emigrants," The pioneer campfire, pp 13-47. (The pioneer campfire*)

(1853, cont'd)

(Ketcham, Rebecca, cont'd)
Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 235-39. (Evans*)

King, Hannah Tapfield. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)

Knight, Amelia Stewart (Mrs. Joel). Diary, in Women's diaries, pp 201-16. (Schlissel*)
Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)
Extract from diary, in The powerful Rockey, pp 239-42. (Evans*)

Light, E.A. Memoirs, in A small world, pp 217-26. (Bennett*)


Memoirs, ed. Mrs. Lou Palmer, in First three wagon trains, pp 83-104. (First three wagon trains*)
Memoirs, in A small world, pp 173-83. (Bennett*)
Memoirs, in Told by the pioneers, v.1, pp 122-29. (Told by the pioneers*)

Longsworth, Basil N. The diary of Basil N. Longworth [sic]. (Longsworth*)


Pengra, Charlotte Emily Stearns (Mrs. Bynon). Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 250-51. (Evans*)

Perkins, Sarah (Sally). Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)
Extract from diary, in The powerful Rockey, p 249. (Evans*)


Stewart, Agnes. Extracts from diary, in Early days on the upper Willamette, pp 15-16. (Jensen*)


Taylor, Rachel. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)

Ward, D.B. Memoirs: Across the plains in 1853. (Ward*)

Williams, Velina A. Diary (incomplete), in The Oregon Trail, yesterday and today, pp 50-55. (Hill*) Extract from diary, in The trail to Oregon, pp 54-55. (Coons*)

1854

Austin, Elizabeth. Diary (co-author Anna Maria Godell), in Covered wagon women, v.7. (Holmes*)

Beckwith, Lt. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 240. (Hunt*)

Burres, John L. Extract from memoirs, in "Oregon grapeshot." OHQ 68, pp 175.


Godell, Anna Maria. Diary (co-author Elizabeth Austin), in Covered wagon women, v.7. (Holmes*)

Hutchinson, Elizabeth M. B. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)

Smith, Margaret B. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)

Sutton, Sarah. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.7. (Holmes*) Extract from diary, in The powerful Rockey, pp 252-54. (Evans*)

1855

Hutchinson, Elizabeth M. B. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)

Remy, Jules. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 115. (Hunt*)

Waters, Lydia M. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, p 185. (Hunt*)
Anon. Journal, in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix D, pp 222-26. (Hafen*)

Atwood, Millen. Address, in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix J, pp 252-56. (Hafen*)

Cluff, Harvey Harris. Memoirs, in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix G, pp 232-38. (Hafen*)

Ellsworth, Edmund. Journal (co-author A. Galloway), in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix A, pp 199-213. (Hafen*)

Galloway, A. Journal (co-author Edmund Ellsworth), in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix A, pp 199-213. (Hafen*)

Grant, George D. Letter, in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix E, pp 227-29. (Hafen*)

Grant, George D. Report, in The American West, pp 142-43. (Spence*)

Hundley, Ellen. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v 7. (Holmes*)

Hutchinson, Elizabeth M.B. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.6. (Holmes*)

Kimball, Heber C. Comments, in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix H, pp 240-42. (Hafen*)

McArthur, Daniel D. Journal, Handcarts to Zion, Appendix B, pp 214-17. (Hafen*)

Report, in The American West, pp 141-42. (Spence*)

Richards, F.D. Letter (co-author Daniel Spencer), in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix C, pp 218-21. (Hafen*)

Spencer, Daniel. Letter (co-author F.D. Richards), in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix C, pp 218-21. (Hafen*)

Stanton, Phoebe. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.1. (Holmes*)

Young, Joseph A. Report, in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix F, pp 230-31. (Hafen*)

Young, Brigham. Addresses, in Handcarts to Zion, Appendix H, pp 239-40, 242-48; Appendix I, pp 248-51. (Hafen*)
1857

Mousley, Sara Maria. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.7. (Holmes*)

1858

Anon. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 230, 233-34. (Hunt*)

Holmes, Julia Anna Archibald. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.7. (Holmes*)

1859

Greeley, Horace. Journal/narrative: An overland journey. (Greeley*)

Griswold, Harriett Booth. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.7. (Holmes*)

Marcy, Capt. Randolph B. Guide: The prairie traveler. (Marcy*)

Roundtree, P.H. "Autobiography," in Told by the pioneers, v.2 pp 95-98. (Told by the pioneers*)

1860


Brown, Benjamin. The diary of Ben Brown, pp 1-14. (The diary of Ben Brown*)


The city of the Saints, pp 3-113, 145-223, 497-555, 565-81. (Burton*)

Geary, Edward R. Letters, in Larry Jones's "Otter massacre site." OWY 18, pp 15, 22.


1861

Ross, Chas. Memoirs, in Oregon Trail, p 56. (Steber*)

1862

(1862, cont'd)


Cook, Louisa. Letters, in Covered wagon women, v.8. (Holmes*)

Fry, F. Fry's traveler's guide and descriptive journal... (Fry*)

Glenn, Nancy C. (Mrs. William S.). Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.8. (Holmes*)
Extracts from letter, in The powerful Rockey, pp 320-22. (Evans*)

Gould, Jane. Extracts from journal, in Ghost trails, pp 92, 173. (Hunt*)

Herr, Henry R. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 313-314. (Evans*)

Hewitt, Randall Henry. Memoirs: Across the plains. (Hewitt, Randall Henry*)

Judson, Henry M. Extract from diary, in Larry Jones's "Otter massacre site." OWY 18, pp 13-14.

McClung, James S. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 318-20. (Evans*)

McComas, Evan S. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 315-17. (Evans*)

Scott, Hamilton. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, p 313. (Evans*)

Tootle, Ellen. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.8. (Holmes*)

Tourtillott, Jane Gould. Diary, in Women's diaries, pp 219-31. (Schlissel*)

1863

Bailey, James L. Extract from journal, in The powerful Rockey, pp 322-24. (Evans*)

Elliott, Elizabeth. Letter, in Covered wagon women, v.8. (Holmes*)
Lightner, Mary Elizabeth. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.8. (Holmes*)

McPherson, Murdoch M. "The Reminiscences of Murdoch M. McPherson." PNQ 27, pp 243-46, 369-89. m (not mm)

1864

Black, Mary Louisa. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.8. (Holmes*)


Epperson, Lucretia Lawson. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.8. (Holmes*)

Fulton, Isabella. Memoirs: Tales of the trail, pp 1-72. (Tales of the trail*)

Loughary, Harriet A. (Mrs. William J.). Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.8. (Holmes*)

Extract from diary, in The powerful Rockey, pp 326-28. (Evans*)

Merrill, Julius. Journal: Bound for Idaho. (Merrill*)

Miller, James Knox Polk. Diary: The road to Virginia City. (Rolle*)

Peery, Mrs. D.H. Reminiscence, in Maurice Howe's "The great West: two interviews," Frontier omnibus, pp 265-68. (Hakola*)

Porter, Elizabeth Lee. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.9. (Holmes*)

Extract from diary, in The powerful Rockey, pp 324-26. (Evans*)

Shipley, Clarissa Elvira. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.9. (Holmes*)

Vaughn, Robert. Reminiscence: Then and now, pp 22-34. (Vaughn*)

1865

Shackleford, Ruth. Diary, in Covered wagon women, v.9. (Holmes*)
1866


Burgess, Perry A. *PNO* 41, pp 43-65.

Clark, Caroline Hopkins. Diary, in *Covered wagon women*, v.9. (Holmes*)

Jackson, William Henry. Extract from letter, in *The trail to Oregon*, p 64. (Coons*)

1867

Eccles, Mrs. David. Reminiscence, in Maurice Howe's "The great West: two interviews," *Frontier omnibus*, pp 261-65. (Hakola*)

1878


Riddle, Mary. Diary, in *Covered wagon women*, v.10. (Holmes*)

1879

Wright, Laura. Journal, in *Covered wagon women*, v.10. (Holmes*)

1881

Benton, Virginia Belle. Diary, in *Covered wagon women*, v.10. (Holmes*)

Towell, Emily. Diary, in *Covered wagon women*, v.10. (Holmes*)

1883

Collins, Sarah J. (Mrs. John C.). Diary, in *Covered wagon women*, v.10. (Holmes*)

Extract from diary, in *The powerful Rockey*, pp 342-43. (Evans*)

Page, Lizzie. Memoirs, in *Traces*, pp 104-06. (Steber*)

Surfas, Mary Matilda. Diary, in *Covered wagon women*, v.10. (Holmes*)

1886

Barton, Lulu. Memoirs, in *Traces*, pp 22-23. (Steber*)
1889
Craig, George. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 74-76. (Steber*)

1890
Craig, George. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 146-47. (Steber*)

1891
Ross, Clifton. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 49-50, 148. (Steber*)

1892
Byers, Grace. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 48, 78-79. (Steber*)

1896
Lawrence, Zola. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 52-53, 80-81, 178-79. (Steber*)

1898
McGaughey, Blanche. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 42-44. (Steber*)
Pfannebecker, Minnie. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 77, 149-50. (Steber*)
Stone, Mae. Diary, in Traces, pp 130-39. (Steber*)

1899
Craig, George. Memoirs, in Traces, p 147. (Steber*)
Smith, Savannah. Memoirs, in Traces, p 107. (Steber*)

1900
Kennedy, George. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 40-41, 108-110. (Steber*)
Kennedy, Lola. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 24-25, 46, 124-25. (Steber*)
Macy, Martha. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 128-29. (Steber*)

1906
Rucker, Sedalie. Memoirs, in Traces, pp 142-44. (Steber*)
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Applegate, Jesse. Memoirs, in Oregon Trail, p 31. (Steber*)

Brown, Eva. Memoirs, in Oregon Trail, p 28. (Steber*)

Jenkins, William. Memoirs, in Oregon Trail, p 40. (Steber*)

Kelly, John. Memoirs, in Oregon Trail, p 35. (Steber*)

Platt, P.L. Extracts from Platt and Slater Guide (co-author N. Slater), in Ghost trails, pp 92, 111, 161. (Hunt*)
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